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ABSTRACT 
Background: Intestinal preservation injury (IPI) may result in various degrees of mucosal damage, which 
may later favor bacterial translocation, post-reperfusion syndrome, and upregulation of alloreactivity. 
Experimental evidence suggests that combining vascular perfusion and cold storage with luminal 
interventions using polyethylene glycol (PEG) solutions may mitigate the mucosal damage and extend the 
safe storage time. During the last years, there has been an increasing trend towards using livers and kidneys 
from older donors for transplantation, yet the field of intestinal transplantation is far more conservative as 
the impact of age on the preservation injury is unknown. Clinical translation of various experimental models 
is hampered by interspecies differences, as little is known about how IPI development differs between 
rodents, pigs, and humans. The current thesis aimed to explore if the size of the PEG molecule or the donor 
age has an impact on the development of IPI and whether the development of IPI differs between rats, pigs, 
and humans. It also examines if luminal preservation (LP) with PEG is safe and efficient in delaying the 
development of IPI in the human intestine.  
Methods: In Paper I, we used small intestines from rats to study the effect of PEG size on the development 
of IPI. Paper II compared the development of IPI in rat, porcine, and human intestinal specimens. Paper III 
assessed the effect of donor age on IPI in a rat model.  Paper IV studied the effect of LP with a low-sodium 
PEG solution on human small intestinal specimens. In all studies, we analyzed injury development using 
histological and molecular biological approaches. We also used Ussing chamber experiments for intestinal 
functional assessment in Paper I.  
Results: The luminal presence of PEG rather than its molecular size appears to reduce and delay the 
development of IPI when compared with controls undergoing standard cold preservation. Increasing donor 
age does not appear to accelerate the development of the IPI in rats. LP is effective in all age groups.  Pig 
intestines are more ischemia resistant than human and rat intestines. LP with a low-sodium PEG solution is 
effective in delaying tissue injury in human specimens and does not cause excess edema. 
Conclusions: The development of IPI differs significantly between species, with the rat being a sensitive 
model when studying IPI. LP is effective in protecting against IPI regardless of the size of the PEG molecule 
or donor age. LP appears to delay the development of IPI in humans without causing tissue edema and 
could be introduced in clinical practice. 
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